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Not too long ago, Princess Celestia sent Twilight Sparkle to Ponyville so she could learn about

friendship. Now the book-lover has a crown all her own! Learn all about her new life in this charming

reader illustrated with fun and fabulous stills from the hit TV show, My Little Pony: Friendship is

Magic! Â© Hasbro
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Meet the Princess of Friendship is a short, easy to read children's book about Twilight becoming a

Princess and the Season 4 Finale. It's just like Ponies Love Pets, Holly Jolly Harmony, Hearts and

Hooves and Meet the Ponies of Ponyville . It's only 32 pages and each page has pictures and only

a few sentences. It's meant to teach children how to read better.It's Passport to Reading Level 1

which means:"Read short words in simple sentence structures together to begin a readers journey"It

says on the back that there are 459 words, 73 Dolch sight words and the reading level is J. Just like

the other books it tells you to look for four specific words while you read. Those are Princess, Moon,

Castle and Throne. Children will have fun finding them.Oh, and if any Brony (I'm one too) is

wondering whether the fight between Tirek and Twilight or Tirek sucking the magic/ flight/ strength

out of ponies is in here: They're not. It just shows Tirek showing up by beating down the door to the

throne room, then it immediately goes to them getting the rainbow power and defeating him. It's just

supposed to be a short, easy to read book to get children to read better, not be a novelization of the



episodes. So, they didn't want to waste time showing the build-up and epic fight. And possibly not

traumatize little kids. Yeah, when you're a parent trying to get your kid to read better or for the first

time you PROBABLY don't want to read: "And then Tirek sucked all of the magic out of the Unicorn

and took his Cutie Mark and his Evil Power grew along with his body">.>Anyway...If you have kids

who like MLP and want to teach them to read better this is must-buy. If you're a Brony like me you

can buy this just to add to your collection. I get every MLP book they make.

I purchased this book for our 5 year old daughter, who is in K5 this year. She is a bit advanced in

reading, and was able to read this on her own with minimal help from me. I'm thrilled that they are

offering books on her level with characters she loves.

I got this book for my daughter who is in absolute love with ponies. She can't read yet, but the book

is a simple style that she certainly will have an easy time with once she does start reading.The price

was reasonable, and they binding was nice for a paper book. She is able to flip through it and

recognize all of her favorite ponies which makes her incredibly happy. The images are bright and

the design is sweet. For my adult brain the story is pretty mind numbing, but she was pretty happy

with it and it was easy enough for her to follow.I give it 5 stars for making a 4 year old happy.

Bought this for my Kindergartner. She is now seeking out more of these books - win!

My 5 year old daughter loves my little pony and her favourite is twilight sparkles. She loves this

book. The good thing is that the book is simple enough that she almost memorize the whole thing by

the 5th we read it, and there are some bigger word in there as a mix. We love this little pony book

cleection!

This is my 4-yr old daughter's favorite My Little Pony book. I just wish Discord was in the book like

he is in the movie - my daughter loves Discord but doesn't seem to mind that he isn't in the book.

I bought this book for my 4 year old daughter's birthday, and it did not disappoint! She's an avid My

Little Pony fan and becoming increasingly interested in reading, so in my  search, this popped up as

a perfect present. The pictures are colorful, and the simplicity of the words and phrases allow her to

follow and understand. The story is sweet and ties in with the tv show. We've read it together

several times already. Well worth the money and a nice little book.



My 3 year old cousin read this in about 3 minutes and she thought it was garbage. She is a reader

who has to sound things out and this book did not develop her reading skills at all. I personally like

My Little Pony but this one made me dissapointed.
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